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small conical ridged teeth resembling limpets, common in the Der
byshire limestone, but presenting, of all known fossil fish, the near
est approach to the microscopic s tructure of t tle recent Cestracion. 
It is also proposed to divide the genus Holoptychius of M. Agassiz ; 
and instead of considering it and Rllizodus of Owen as synonymous, 
to limit the latter to those great teeth with an elliptical section so 
common in some parts of the Carboniferous series, accompanied by 
large, thin, quadrate scales, marked with coucentric lines of growth, 
and having a fine cancellated structure internally, the Holoptycldus 
Hibberti (Ag.) (Rhizodus je1·o..-c, Owen) and H. P01·tlocki (Ag.) being 
the types ; thus retaining the name Holoptycl!ius for those fish so 
abundant in the Old Red Sandstone with thick, bony, ovate, longi· 
tudinally wrinkled scales, and minute teeth with a circular section, 
having the H. nobilissimus, H .·giganteus, &c. as the type. 

The number of new species described and figured in this paper is 
forty-one, of which several belong to genera not previously known 
in rocks of the carboniferous period, many showing a strong affinity 
to the Devonian type of form. Thus we have two species of Psam
mosteus, one of Cltelyopllorus, one (doubtful) of Coccosteu$, one of 
Asterolepis, two of Homacantltus, and one of Cosmacantlms, genera 
hitherto only found in the Old Red Sandstone. 

On an Absolute Thermometric Scale founded on Carnot's Theory 
of the Motive Power of Heat*, and calculated from Regnault's ob
servati.onst. By Prof. vV. Thomson, Fellow of St. Peter's College. 

The determination of temperature has long been recognized as a 
problem of the greatest importance in physical science. I t has ac. 
cordingly been ma_dc a subject of most careful attention, and, espe
cially in lute years, of very elaborate and refined experimental re
searches! ; and we are thus at preeent in possession of as complete a 
practical solution of the problem as can be desired, even for the most 
accurate investigations. The theory of thermometry is however as 
yet far from being in so satisfactory a state. The principle to be 
followed in constructing a thermometric scale might at first sight 
seem to be obvious, as it might appear that a perfect thermometer 
would indicate equn). additions of heat, as corresponding to equal 
eleYntions of temperature, estimated by the numbered divisions of 
its scale. It is however now recognized (from the variations in the 
specific heats of bodies) as an experimentally demonstrated fact that 

• Pul>lished in 18.24 in a work entitled RP.fle.lions sur Ia Puissa11ce Mo
lrice rlit Feu, by J\1 . l::i. Carnot. Having neve•· met with the original work, 
it is only through a paper by M. Clapeyron, on the same suhject, published 
in the Journal de l' Ecole Polytcclmique, vol. xiv. 1834, ant! translated in 
the first volume of Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, that the author has become 
acquainted with Carnot's thcory.-vV. T. 

t Ah account of the first part of a series of researches undertaken by M. 
Regnault by order of the French Government, for a~certaining the v:wious 
physical data of importance in the Theory of the Steam-Engine, is just 
published in the Jl1lmoil·es del' l11slitut, of which it constitutes the twenty
first volume (1847). The second part of the researches has not yet been 
pul>lished. 

t A very important section of Regnault's wcrk is devoted to this object. 
Pldl. Mag. S. 3. Vol. 33. No. 222. Oct. 1848. Y 
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thermometry under this condition is impossible, and we are left with
out any principle on which to found an absolute thermometric scale. 

Next in importance to the primary establishment of an absolute 
scale, independently of the properties of any particular kind of mat
t er, is the fixing upon an arbitrary system of thermometry, according 
to which results of observations made by different experimenters, in 
various positions and circumstances, may be exactly compared. This 
object is very fully attained by means of thermometers constructed and 
graduated according to the clearly defined methods adopted by the 
best instrument-makers of the present day, when the rigorous expe
rimental processes which have been indicated, especially by Regnault, 
for interpreting their indications in a comparable way, are followed. 
The particular kind of thermometer which is least liable to uncertain 
variations of any kind is that founded on the expansion of air, and 
ihis is therefore generally adopted as the standard for the comparison 
of thermometers of all constructions. Hence the scale which is at 
present employed for estimating temperature is that of the air-ther
mometer; and in accurate researches care is always taken to reduce 
to this scale the indications of the instrument actually use( whatever 
may be its specific construction and graduation. 

The principle according ~ which the scale of the air-thermometer 
is graduated, is Eimply that equal absolute expansions of the mass of 
air or gas in the instrument, under a const!mt pressure, shall indicate 
equal differences of the numbers on the scale; the length of a "de
gree" being determined by allowing a gi,·en number for the interval 
between the freezing- and the boiling-points. Now it is fount! by 
Regnimlt that Ynrious thermometen, constructed with air under dif
f<'rent pressure~. or with different gaEe~, give indications which coin
cide so closely, that, unless when cer~ain gases, such as sulphurous 
acid, which approach the physical condition of vapours at saturation, 
are made use of, the variations are inappreciable*. 'fhis remarkable 
circumstance enhances very much the practical value of the air
thermometer ; but still a rigorous standard can only be defined by 
fixing upon a certain gas at a determinate pressure, as the thermo
metric substance. Although we have thus a strict principle for con
structing a definite system for the estimation of temperature, yet as 
reference is essentially made to a specific body as the standard ther
mometric substance, we cannot consider that .we have arri,·ed at an 
absolute scale, and we can only regard, in strictne~s, the scale actu
ally adopted as an arbitrm·y series of numbered points of reference 
sufficiently close f or· Lite requil·ements of practical tkermoJwJtt·y. 

In the present state of physical science, therefore, a question of 
extreme interest arises ; Is tl~et·e any Jn·inciplc on wMch a11 absolute 
tltermometric scale can be founded ? It appears to roe that Carnot's 

• Rer;nault, Relation des Explriences, &c., Fourth Memoir, First Part. 
The differences, il is remarked by Regnault, would be much more sensible 
if the graduation were effected on the supposition that the coefficient~ of 
expan$ion of the different gases are equnl, instead of heing founded on the 
principle laid down in the text,acconling to which the freezing. nnd boiling
points are experimentally determined for ench thermometer. 
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theory of the motive power of heat enables us to give an affirmative 
answer. 

The relation between motive power and heat, as established by 
Carnot, is such that qua11tities of lleat, and intervals of temperature, are 
involved as the sole elements in the expression for the amount of me
chanical effect to be obtained through the agency of heat; and since 
we have, independently, a definite system for the measurement of 
quantities of heat, we are thus furnished with a measure for intervals 
according to which absolute differences of temperature may be esti
mated. To make this intelligible, a few words in explanation of 
Carnot's theory must be given ; but for a full account of this most 
valuable contribution to physical science, the reader is referred to 
either of the works mentioned above (the original treatise by Car
not, and Clapeyron's paper on the same subject). 

In the present state of science no operation is known by which heat 
can be absorbed, without either elevating the temperature of matter, 
or-becoming latent and producing some alteration in the physical 
condition of the body into which it is absorbed; and the conversion 
of heat (or caloric) into mechanical effect is probably impossible*, 
certainly undiscovered. In actual engines for obtaining met!hanical 
effect through the agency of heat, we must consequently look for the 
source of power, not in any absorption and conversion, but merely 
iu a transmission of heat. Now Carnot, starting from universally 
acknowledged physical principles, demonstrates that it is by the 
letting down of heat from a hot body to a cold body, through the 
medium of an engine (a steam-engine, or an air-engine for instance), 
that mechanical eiicct is to be obtained ; and conversely, be proves 
that the same amount of heat may, by the expenditure of an equal 
amount of labouring force, he 1·aised from the cold to the hot body 
(the engine being in this case wot·kcd backwards) ; just a;; mechanical 
effect may be obtained by the descent of water let down by a water
wheel, and by spending labouring force in turning the wheel back
wards, or in working a pump, water may be elevated to a higher 
level. The amount of mechanical effect to he obtained by the trans
mission of a given quantity of heat, through the medium of any kind 
of engine in which the a:conomy is perfect, will depend, as Carnot 
demonstrates, not on the specific nature of the substance employed· 
as the medium of transmission of heat in the engine, but solely on 
the interval between the temperatures of the two bodies between 
which the heat is transferred. 

Carnot examines in detail the ideal construction of au air-engine 
and of a steam-engine, in which, besides the condition of perfect 

• This opinitm seems to be nearly universally held by those who have 
written 0 11 the suhjcct. A contrary opinion however has been advocated 
by Mr. Joule of Mnnchcster ; some very remarkable dbcoveries which he 
has made with reference to. thc genLratiolt of heat by the friction of fluids 
in motion, and some known cxpt"·imenls with magneto-electric machines, 
seeming to intlicate an actual convcn>ion of mechanical effect into caloric. 
No experiment however is aJd uced in which the converse operation is exhi
bited; but it · must be confessed that as yet much is involved in mystery 
with reference to these fundamental questions of natural philosophy. 

Y2 
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reconomy being satisfied, the machine is so arranged that at the close 
of a complete operation the substance (air in one case and water in 
the other) employed is reston:d to precisely the same physical con
dition as at the commencement. He thus shows on what elements, 
capable of experimental determination, either with reference to air, or 
with reference to a liquid and its vapour, the absolute amount of 
mechanical effect due to the transmission of a unit of heat from a 
hot body to a cold body, through any given inter\'al of the thermo
metric scale, may be ascertained. In M. Clapeyron's paper various 
experimental data, confessedly very imperfect, are brought forward, 
and the amounts of mechanical effect clue to a unit of heat descend
ing a degree of the air-thermometer, in various parts of the scale, 
are calculated from them, according to Carnot's expressions. The 
results so obtained indicate very decidedly, that what we may with 
much prQpriety call the t>altte of a degree (estimated by the mecha
nical effect to be attained from the descent of a unit of heat through 
it) of the air-the1mometer depends on the part of the scale in which 
it is taken, being less for high than for low temperatures* . 

The characteristic property of the scale which I now propose is, 
that all degrees have the same value; that is, that a unit of heat 
descending from a body A at the temperature 'fO of this scale, to a 
body Bat the temperature (T-1)0

, would give out the same me
chanical effect, whatever be the uumber T. This may justly be 
termed an absolute scale, since its characteristic is quite independent 
of the physical properties of any ~pecific substance. 

To compare this scale with that of the air-thermometer, the values 
(according to the principle of estimation stated above) of degrees of 
the air-thermometer must be known. Now an expression, obtained 
by Carnot from the consideration of his ideal s team-engine, enables 
us to calculate these values, when the latent heat of a given volume 
and the pressure of saturated vapour at any temperature are experi
mentally determined. The determination of these . elements is the 
principal object of Regnault's great work, already referred to, but at 
present his researches are not complete. In the £rst part, which alone 
has been as yet published, the latent heats of a given weigltt, and the 
pressures of saturated vapour at all temperatures between 0° and 230° 
(Cent. of the air-thermometer), have been ascertained; but it would 
be necessary in addition to know the densities of saturated vapour 
at difle rent temperatures, to enable us to determine the latent beat 
of a gi\·en volume at any temperature . l\I. H.cgnault announces !tis 
intention of instituting researches for this object; but till the results 
arc made known, we have no way of completiug the data nece~sary 

* This is what we might anticipate, when we rcfl!'ct that infinite cold 
must correspond to :t finite numbtr (If degrees of the air-thermometer below 
zero; since, if we push the strict principle of graduation, stated above, sui~ 
ficiently fa1·, we ~hould arrive at a point COI'I'esponding to the volume of 

11ir being reduced to nothing, which would be marked as -273° (-.!~~· 
if ·366 be the coeffident of expansion) of the scale ; and therefore - 273° 
of the air-thermometer is a point which cannot be reached at any fin ite 
temperature, however low. 
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for the present problem, except by estimating the density of saturated 
vapour at any temperature (the corresponding pressure being known 
by Regnault's researches already published) according to the approxi
mate Jaws of compressibility and expansion (the laws of Mariotte 
and Gay-Lus~ac, or Hoyle and Dalton). Within the limits of natural 
temperature in ordinary climates, the density of saturated vapour is 
actually found by Regnault (Etudes Flyg1·ometriques in the Annates 
cle Chimic) to verify Yery closely these laws; and we have reason to 
believe from experiments which have been made by Gay-Lu~sae and 
others, that as high as the temperature I 00° there can be no con~i
derable deviation; but our estimate of the densitv of saturated va
pour, founded on these laws, may be very erron~ous at such high 
t emperatures as 230°. Hence a completely satisfactory calculation 
of the proposed scale cannot be made till after the additional experi
mental data shall have been obtained ; but with the data which we 
actually possess, we may make an approximate comparison of the 
new scale with that of the air-thermometer, which at least between 
0° and 100° will be tolerably satisfactory. 

The labour of performing the necessary calculations for effecting 
a comparison of the groposed scale with that of the air-thermometer, 
between the limits 0 and 230° of the latter, has been kindly under
taken by Mr. William Steele, lately of Glasgow College, now of 
St. Peter's College, Cambridge. His results in tabulated forms were 
laid before the Society, with a diagram, in which the comparison 
between the two scales is represented graphically. 

In the first table, the amounts of mechanical effect due to the 
descent of a unit of heat through the successive degrees of the air
thermometer are exhibited. The unit of heat adopted is the quan
tity necessary to elevate the temperature of a kilogramme of water 
from 0° to 1° of the air-thermometer; and the unit of mechanical effect 
is a metre-kilogramme; that is, a kilogramme raised a metre high. 

In the second table, the temperatures according to the proposed 
scale, which correspond to the different degrees of the air-thermo
meter from 0° to 230°, are exhibited. [The arbitrary points which 
coincide on the two scales are 0° and 100°.] 

Note.-If we add together the first hundred numbers given in the 
first table, we find 135·7 for the amount of work due to a unit of 
heat descending from a body A at 100° to Bat 0°. Now 79 such 
units of heat would, according to Dr. Black (his result being very 
slightly corrected by Regnault), melt a kilogramme of ice. Hence 
if the heat necessary to melt a pound of ice be now taken as unity, 
and if a metre-p01md he taken as the unit of mechanical 2tfi~ct, the 
amount of work to be obta1ned by the descent of a unit ofheat from 
100° to 0° is 79 x 135·7, or 10,700 nearly. This i;> the same as 
35,100 foot-pounds, which is a little more than the work of a 
one-horse-power engine (33,000 foot-pounds) in a minute; and 
consequently, if we had a steam-engine working with perfect ceco
nomy at one-horse-power, the boiler being at the temperature 100°, 
and the condenser kept at 0° by a constant supply of ice, rather 
less than a pound of ice would be melted in a minute. 
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